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The world is moving towards Net Zero with many countries already setting targets

67%
of global GDP is 
now covered by 
‘Net Zero’ targets 

Over

56%
of world’s top 250 companies 

acknowledge the risk of climate 
change in financial reporting

500 bn
were globally invested 

in decarbonisation 
efforts in 2020

More than USD

100
countries worldwide have 

committed to Net Zero 
carbon targets by 2050. 

This is expected to further 
increase by COP 26

More than 

45%
by 2030 and 
achieving Net 
Zero by 2050

Limiting global warming to 1.5°c requires 
net CO2 emissions to fall by 

Source: Secondary Research
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Globally, countries have started taking note and building H2 plans with ambitious targeting setting, 
and supply side and demand side measures …

European Union
 Supply Side Initiatives: 40 GW electrolyzer

capacity and up to 10 Mt/year of renewable
hydrogen by 2030 European Clean Hydrogen
Alliance, Special EIB fund for clean hydrogen

 Demand Side Initiatives: Industrial quotas of
renewable hydrogen

United Kingdom

 Supply Side Initiatives: Scaling up GH
manufacturing capacity to 1 GW/year by 2025
£28 mn for funding the Hydrogen Supply program
£240 mn “Net Zero Hydrogen Fund”

 Demand Side Initiatives: £390 Mn investment in
hydrogen, £170mn Industrial Decarbonization
Challenge Fund

Source: Secondary Research

Japan

 Supply Side Initiatives: Set targets for green
hydrogen by 2030; US$ 150 mn to establish a
hydrogen supply chain, US$ 91.7 mn for subsidies
toward public hydrogen station development

 Demand Side Initiatives: Govt support via PPPs
and investment subsidies

Germany

 Supply Side Initiatives : Plans to deploy up to 5
GW of green hydrogen generation capacity by
2030, Invested €700 million under the National
Innovation Programme in Hydrogen

 Demand Side Initiatives : €0.9 bn purchase grants
for utility vehicles, €0.6 bn for purchase of buses
both for alternate fuels



Case Studies of Global Hydrogen  
Initiatives
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Hydrogen use cases in power sector

Green ammonia 
co-firing in coal 
power plants

Hydrogen-based 
CCGT power 
generation 

Hydrogen-based 
fuel cells for back-
up and off-grid 
power

Power-to-H2/gas 
storage for long-
term & large-scale 
energy storage 

USE CASE PROJECTS/ PILOTSDETAILS
1. In 2017 the Japanese Chugoku Electric Power Corporation demonstrated the 

cofiring of ammonia and coal, with a 1% share of ammonia in one of their 
coal power stations

2. Australian Renewable Energy Agency awarded a AUD 42.5 million grant to 
Norway's Yara International SA and France's Engie SA to build a renewable 
hydrogen plant with a 10 MW electrolyser to make green ammonia.

Green ammonia can be co-
fired in coal power plants to 
reduce usage of coal

Hydrogen fuel cells can be 
used to provide backup 
power or ensure power 
supply to off-grid regions

Hydrogen and hydrogen-
based fuels (ammonia, 
methane, etc.) can serve as 
means to store electricity 
generated from variable 
renewable energy

1. In Kenya, 800 base stations of mobile telecommunication systems are 
switching from diesel generators to 4 kW ammonia-based alkaline fuel cell 
systems

2. In South Africa, over 300 stationary fuel cell systems have been rolled out by 
Vodacom to provide back-up power for telecom base stations

Hydrogen (or H2 blended 
with natural gas) or ammonia 
can be used as a fuel in gas 
turbines and combined-cycle 
gas turbines (CCGT)

1. An existing 440 MW CCGT plant is being converted from natural gas to 
hydrogen in the Netherlands

2. Australia has allocated AUD 25 million to help new gas-fired generators 
become ready to run on hydrogen, and AUD 30 million for a gas-fired plant 
planned by mining billionaire Andrew Forrest, which will also be convertible to 
hydrogen

Around 70 power-to-gas projects, converting electricity to methane are in 
operation today, most of them in Europe

Sources: International Energy Agency, Hydrogen Council, TERI,  Press Articles



Economic model for reducing 
cost
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Green hydrogen cost is evolving closer to grey hydrogen, but further support is required 
to accelerate adoption across applications

 As per KPMG in India estimates, by 2030, green hydrogen costs in India could potentially fall to as low INR 160-170/ kg bringing parity with grey
hydrogen and other competing fossil fuels in various end uses.

 To achieve this, it is important for India to have a well-rounded strategy for addressing levers for cost reduction – Various policy and technical
measures can reduce current green hydrogen production costs further, such as incentives on capex, aggregation of demand and bulk deployment,
improved efficiencies, waivers on STU charges and cheaper renewable energy costs.

 Pre-policy: GH plants without banking (electrolyzer CUF 65%), ISTS charges apply; Post-policy: GH plants with banking (electrolyzer CUF 90%),
ISTS waivers

Source: KPMG Analysis
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Principal levers and plays for green hydrogen production cost drivers

RE Generation module: ~INR 142 / kg GH Electrolyser module: ~INR 69 / kg GH

GH production 
cost: INR 230-

240 / kg  

Source: KPMG Analysis
All cost and operational assumptions are in previous slide
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• Efficient Procurement and competitive EPC pricing
• Commercial structuring basis tax incidence / fiscal regimes

Access to 
low-cost 

funds • Efficient design, tech, configuration
• Efficient procurement & competitive EPC pricing
• Optimal electrolyser utilization
• Commercial structuring basis tax incidence / fiscal regime

Efficient 
investment 
structuring

Access to 
low-cost 

funds 

Efficient 
investment 
structuring

Current value chain costs on per KG basis 
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Overview

– This hydrogen blending pilot project,  
supported by Sustainable Development  
Technology Canada, is the first-of-a-kind  in 
North America and represents an  important 
step in decarbonising the gas  supply for 
millions of Ontario homeowners  and
businesses.

– Initial 2% blend with increase up to 20%
hydrogen for residential properties starting in
2021.

Project partners:

Source: Enbridge

$5.2 million  Supported 
by the Canadian  Government

3,600 customers
Initially distributing blended gas to
customers in Markham in Q3 2021

Key figures:

117 tonnes ofCO2
Abated during Q3 2021

Project status: In Pilot

Value chain: DownMidUp

Case Study

1.Markham
Click here to return to the world map…
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Overview

– HyDeploy: was the first project in the UK to  
inject hydrogen into a natural gas network.  
This demonstrated that 20% hydrogen  
blended by volume gas can be used in  homes 
without requiring changes to  appliances.

– The first phase was successfully  
deployed at Keele University.

– Additional phases will see larger  
demonstrations in the North East  and 
North West UK, with Winlaton  
receiving a hydrogen blend for 10  
months from Spring 2021.

– Hydrogen Home: builds on this further to  
demonstrate a 100% hydrogen gas supply  to 
homes. Jointly funded with Cadent  and BEIS 
to showcase the maturity of the  hydrogen 
supply chain with “market ready”  products. 
Located in Low Thornley.

Project partners:

Source: Northern Gas Networks

20% hydrogen blend is safe  To 
be supplied to homes without  requiring 
changes to appliances

100% hydrogen in testing  For 
supply to homes with a minimum  of 
three years demonstration

Key figures:

670 HyDeployhomes
Supplied with hydrogen blended gas

Project status: Phase-1 Operational

Value chain: Up Mid Down

Case Study

2. HyDeploy and Hydrogen Home
Click here to return to the world map…
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Project status: In Development

Value chain:

Overview

– The east coast is home to a number of the
UK’s largest industrial clusters

– Clean hydrogen will be produced in the  
Humber and Teesside clusters and will be  
connected to homes and businesses using  a 
combination of new and existing  
infrastructure.

– East Coast Hydrogen (ECH2) is a joint  
proposal to develop hydrogen network  
infrastructure between clusters to  connect 
production facilities, salt cavern  storage, and 
neighbouring hydrogen  schemes to enhance 
the system resilience

– The hydrogen network will grow into  urban 
centres such as North, West and  South 
Yorkshire, Cumbria, the North West  and
Midlands

Project partners:

Total emissions in 2020 for the East  
Coast Hydrogen region

£18 billion
Estimated development cost of the  
transmission and distribution assets

170 TWh
Energy transported each year via NTS
within the East Coast Hydrogen region

Key figures:

31.5 MtCO2

DownUp Mid

Source: Northern Gas Networks; Cadent; National Grid

Case Study

3. East Coast Hydrogen (ECH2)
Click here to return to the world map…
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Overview

– A controlled environment to recreate a  
small, representative transmission grid  from 
decommissioned assets to test  hydrogen 
compatibility of blends up to  100% by
volume.

– Integration with the distribution facility  
created through the H21 programme, will  
enable the FutureGrid to leverage previous  
learnings.

– A training facility for hydrogen  engineers 
will be hosted in coordination  with Gas 
Goes Green.

Project partners:

Source: National Grid

Key figures:

23 million homes
Rely on natural gas for heating which  
needs to be decarbonised

£12.7 million
In funding via a combination of Ofgem
and project partners

100% hydrogen testing  Blends by 
volume will be tested in the  facility

Project status: In Development

Value chain: DownUp Mid

Case Study

4. HyNTS FutureGrid
Click here to return to the world map…
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Case Study

5. Fukushima Hydrogen Energy Research Field (FH2R)
Click here to return to the world map…

Overview

- FH2R uses renewable energy from a solar 
farm to produce low-cost, green hydrogen.

- Hydrogen is produced and stored based on 
the hydrogen demand and supply 
forecasting system’s forecasts for 
hydrogen demand in the market. 

- Adjustments to balance supply and 
demand in the power grid can be made by 
regulating the hydrogen volume produced 
to meet the power grid needs of the 
power grid control system.

- Hydrogen produced at FH2R is transported 
in hydrogen tube trailers and hydrogen 
bundles to supply users in Fukushima 
Prefecture, the Tokyo Metropolitan Area 
and other regions.

Project Partners

Key Figures

Project Status

10 MW-class hydrogen production unit

FH2R can produce as much as 1,200 Nm3 (ca. 
100kg) of hydrogen per hour

20MW of solar power generation facilities

Sources: Toshiba, NEDO, Power Engineering
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Case Study

6. Tallawarra B Dual Fuel Capable Gas/Hydrogen Power Plant                                      
Click here to return to the world map…

Overview

- Tallawarra B (316MW) will be Australia’s 
first net zero emissions hydrogen and gas 
capable power plant, with direct carbon 
emissions from the project offset over its 
operational life. 

- It will operate as a dual fuel capable 
‘peaking’ plant capable of using a blend of 
natural gas and renewable-based 
hydrogen in its operations.

- The Plant is expected to be operational 
between 2023-24

- Further engineering studies are being 
undertaken if the amount of green 
hydrogen can increase

- The required green hydrogen could be 
sourced from the Port Kembla Hydrogen 
Hub which is also under development in 
the same region. 

Project Partners

Key Figures

Project Status

EnergyAustralia will offer to buy 200 tonnes of 
green hydrogen per year from 2025 (equivalent to 
over 5% of the plant’s fuel use)

Will deliver electricity to power around 150,000 
homes at times of peak demand

Sources: EnergyAustralia, CSIRO 
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Overview

– The H2 Hydrogen Home: first project of a  kind 
in the USA ‘demonstration projects’ to  show 
how green hydrogen can fuel clean  energy 
systems in a carbon-neutral future.

– H2 Hydrogen Home includes solar panels, a
home battery, an electrolyser and a fuel cell.

– Hydrogen can be blended with natural  gas for 
home appliances or converted to  electricity 
via the fuel cell.

– California Blending Demonstration: testing  
will begin with a 1% hydrogen blend by  
volume, eventually going up to 20% for  
industrial gas usage by 2023.

– The blending demonstrations are a key  
milestone towards decarbonising energy  for 
22 million customers in California.

Project partners:

Source: Sempra Mediaroom; Cision PR Newswire

20% hydrogen blend
For industrial usage by 2023

22 million customers
In California are to have their energy
decarbonised though the programme

Key figures:

24/7/365 clean energy  Available 
for use in home appliancesor  conversion 
to electricity

Project status: In Development

Value chain: DownUp Mid

Case Study

7. The H2 Hydrogen Home and California Blending Demonstration
Click here to return to the world map…
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Case Study

8. Arrowhead Stage 1
Click here to return to the world map…

Overview

- Stage 1 anticipated to commence 
production in 2022 

- A 20-year offtake agreement has been 
executed for all of the hydrogen 
production. 

- The hydrogen will be delivered in liquid 
form to Top Group existing fuel 
infrastructure (which supports vehicles 
travelling from Perth to regional Western 
Australia) and new locations being 
developed. 

- Completed designs of 26 repurposed fuel 
stations to accommodate liquid hydrogen.

- Environmental impact assessment 
currently being finalised.

Project Partners

Key Figures

Project Status

Initial  production would be at 5 tonnes per day 
building to 25 tonnes per day over a 12 month 
period)

50MW Alkaline electrolyser (capacity for Stage 1 is 
2 x 20 MW units and 1 x 10 MW unit)
supplied by around 160 MW of renewable power

Stage 1 could displace around 118,000 tonnes of 
CO2 emissions per annum

Sources: Infinite Blue Energy, CSIRO 
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Case Study

9. HyP Gladstone
Click here to return to the world map…

Overview

- Project aims to deliver Australia's first gas 
network decarbonisation project with 
renewable hydrogen which will be blended 
with natural gas at volumes of up to 10%.

- Will be the highest volume of hydrogen 
delivered by an existing gas network.

- Facility will use certified reneweable power 
from the local power grid

- First project to supply a renewable 
hydrogen blend to commercial and 
industrial facilities via the existing gas 
network at the target volume. 

- Scheduled start of hydrogen production in 
Q3 2022

- The project also aims to supply hydrogen 
for transportation uses in the future.

Project Partners

Key Figures

Project Status

175kW PEM electrolyser (already purchased) 

Supply to more than 770 existing connections on 
Gladstone’s entire gas network

Planned production volume of 65kg of hydrogen 
per day

Sources: Australian Gas Infrastructure Group, CSIRO 
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Project status: In Pilot

Value chain:

Overview

– DEWA Green Hydrogen for Power:  
collaboration between Siemens and UAE  
state to establish the first green  hydrogen 
plant in the region powered  by solar.

– The industrial scale of the hydrogen facility  
will be demonstrated at the Expo 2020  Dubai 
(beginning October 2021).

– Masdar Green Hydrogen for Transport:  
electrolysis facility to produce hydrogen  for 
road transport and kerosene synthesis  for 
aviation fuel.

– The second phase will explore  
decarbonisation of maritime fuel.

Project partners:

Key figures:

50% clean energy by 2050  UAE 
total energy mix, up from current  clean 
energy mix of 25%

5 GW capacity by 2030 Planned 
production for the solar park  with co-
located hydrogen facility

$14 million
To develop the first green hydrogen
facility for power

DownMidUp

Source: Northern Gas Networks; Cadent; National Grid

Case Study

10. DEWA Green Hydrogen for Power & Masdar Green Hydrogen for Transport
Click here to return to the world map…
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Project status: In Development

Value chain:

Overview

– Towngas runs high hydrogen blends of  50% 
by volume gas in their gas grids.

– EnerVenue is now Towngas’ exclusive  
Distribution Partner in Hong Kong  
supplying Metal-Hydrogen Renewable  
Storage for Towngas’ Clean Energy  
Transformation.

– As part of the agreement, Towngas will
deploy EnerVenue’s energy storage  systems 
to its own projects and distribute  the system 
to its customers.

Project partners:

3,000 Km
Of pipeline network

2 million
Residential, commercial and industrial
customers served in Hong Kong

50% hydrogen blend
Blended into gas grids

Key figures:

DownUp Mid

Source: Northern Gas Networks; Cadent; National Grid

Case Study

11. Towngas
Click here to return to the world map…
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Project status: In Pilot

Value chain:

Overview

– Located at the Tonsley Innovation District,  HyP 
SA is an innovative energy project that  
produces renewable hydrogen gas.

– Live pilot of 5% hydrogen blend by  volume to 
residential properties. Currently extending 
hydrogen footprint  with projects up to 10% 
hydrogen blends  before 100% conversion.

– 99.5% purity at electrolyser and therefore,  
applicable for fuel cells and computer  chips.

Project partners:

$4.9 million
Of pipeline network

50(1) kg
Hydrogen produced per day with
capacity stored on site

Key figures:

11 kV
Of Power Supply

DownMidUp

Source: Northern Gas Networks; Cadent; National Grid; Note: (1) midpoint taken from the range 40-60kg

Case Study

12. Hyp SA
Click here to return to the world map…
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Assumptions for green hydrogen costs

Source: KPMG Analysis

Assumptions:
2022 scenarios: Capex: $700/kW; RE tariff (at GH plant busbar): INR 2.67/ kWh, banking charge assumed at 10%, CTU & STU charges; 
Electrolyser utilization: 65% (without banking) / 90% (with banking); electrolyser energy consumption: 53 kWh/kg H2. Water costs: Rs 
1/Kg H2
2030 scenarios: Capex: $350/kW; RE tariff (at GH plant busbar): INR 2.14/ kWh, banking charge assumed at 10%, CTU & STU charges; 
Electrolyser utilization: 70% (without banking) / 90% (with banking); electrolyser energy consumption: 48 kWh/kg H2. Water costs: Rs 
7/Kg H2 
1. Assumes power transmitted over CTU-STU networks
2. Assumed that Green Hydrogen will be produced through alkaline electrolyser technology, in a decentralized manner with the long-

distance interstate transmission of electricity.
3. No wheeling charge assumed
4. “Policy” refers to GoI’s Green Hydrogen Policy released on 17 Feb. 2022
5. STU transmission cost expected to increase at 2% YOY between 2022 and 2030. However, the net impact is negated by lower 

electricity consumption (on a kWh/ kg. of H2 basis).

• Costs may differ based on how power is transmitted, if there is any storage or transport of hydrogen involved, or if any of the pricing 
metrics of technical assumptions may change. 

• Costs may be used only for indicative purposes.
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Indicative sensitivity on Green H2 post-policy costs
S. No. Cost component Base Case assumption Sensitivity parameter Impact on GH cost (Rs./kg)

1 Capex Zero BCD, capex $700/kW Every 10% BCD on GH capex 7

2 Capex Capex $700/kW Every $100 on GH capex 10

3 Energy consumption 53 kWh consumed to produce 1 kg GH Every 1 kWh/kg consumed 4-5

4 RE cost RE Rs. 2.67 Every 10p RE tariff 5-6

5 Utility charges CSS of Rs.1.31/kWh levied Every 10p CSS 5-6

6 Utility charges STU connected network, zero distribution charges Every 10p Distribution charge 6-7

7 Utility charges STU charges of Rs.0.25/kWh Every 10p STU charge 6-7

Source: KPMG Analysis

* Costs may differ based on how power is transmitted, if there is any storage or transport of hydrogen involved, or if any of the pricing metrics of technical assumptions may change. Costs may be used only for 
indicative purposes.
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2022 post-policy Using Chinese electrolyzer
($500/kW plant capex)

Shift to using Chinese Electrolyser

Chinese electrolysers are found to be ~$200 cheaper than western countries, 
hence resulting in a ~Rs 20/Kg drop in H2 costs

Indicative impact of possible policy and technological levers on post-policy Green H2 costs
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2022 post-policy $100/kW capex drop

Electrolyser and Plant Capex Drop
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2022 post-policy With STU waivers

With STU Waivers
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2022 post-policy Reduction in electrolyzer
electricity consumption by 5 kWh/

kg. H2

Improvement in Energy Consumption
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2022 post-policy 50p reduction in RE costs

Cheaper RE Costs

Every $100/ reduction in electrolyser and plant capex, GH costs reduces by ~Rs. 
10/Kg H2 (2022 scenario capex is $700/ kW)

Every 1 kWh improvement in electrolyser efficiency results in a reduction of 
hydrogen costs of Rs 4-5/ KG H2

STU charges reduced from INR 0.25/ kWh to zero, resulting in a ~Rs. 15/Kg H2 
drop. STU and CTU losses of ~Rs 0.10/ kWh still apply.

Every 50 paise reduction in RE prices results in a price reduction of Rs 27/ Kg H2. 
Possible measures: BCD waivers on solar panels, improvements in panel 

efficiencies, capex subsidies for RE systems.

Source: KPMG Analysis
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